
How a Writing Unit Usually Goes (Grades 3-8)
Adapted from A Guide to the Common Core Writing Workshop by Lucy Calkins

Activity Days Includes

Pre-Assessment 1 day Writing-on-demand in the genre to identify strengths and needs.

Immersion 1-3 days Writers build knowledge of a genre before attempting it themselves.  They:
•enjoy mentor texts that serve as models of what they hope to create, 

often written by peers.
•study those texts, noticing structure, craft, and tone.

Rehearsal 6-8 days Writers experiment and plan before they start writing.  They…
•gather ideas and write about them (“seeds”).
•choose one seed idea which they’ll take to publication.
•weigh possible structures, imagining and talking through how the piece 

might be laid out on the page.
•experiment with leads, introductions, or thesis statements.

Drafting 1-2 days Writers get their pieces down on paper quickly.  They:
•write fast and furious, long and strong, expecting to refine and reshape 

it later.
•(in upper grades) move their work out of their notebooks and into a in 

a format that can be manipulated - single-sided, skipping lines.  
Revision 3-4 days Writers read their work through various lenses. They read…

•as strangers, asking, “What will the reader see?  Are there sections that 
are unclear or claims that need more evidence?” 

•as critics, asking, “What works here that I can build on?” and “What 
doesn’t work here that I can repair or eliminate?”

•as their own teachers, measuring their work against their goals by 
asking, “Can I see the qualities of writing that I’m aiming to achieve?”

•as deep thinkers, asking, “What am I trying to say?  Is there an even 
deeper, more nuanced, more thoughtful understanding of this 
content?”

Editing 1 day Writers reread and check each sentence and each word, each.  They read… 
•for spelling, asking, “Does each word look right?”
•for punctuation, asking, “Will readers have the road signs they need?”
•for grammar, asking, “Have I used all I know about ____ (verb tenses, 

pronoun references, paragraphing)?”
•for precise language, asking, “Is this exactly true?  Is there another word 

that would be more precise?”
Publishing 1-2 days

1 day
Writers send their writing out into the world.  They…

•complete a polished draft.
•share their work with an audience.
•reflect on the quality of their work and their growth as writers, 

celebrating successes.
•set new goals, planning for future growth. 

Post-Assessment 1 day Writing-on-demand to measure growth.
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